PROGRAM REVIEW COMMITTEE – John Cotton, Chair
Oct 8, 2019

AY16
- Aviation – Self-study received. Externals approved. Site visit TBD.

AY17
- Tier I Quantitative Skills – discussing plan to review

AY18
- Department of Interdisciplinary Healthcare Studies – Review delayed until Fall 2021.
- Honor’s Tutorial College – Review delayed until Fall 2020.

AY19
- Voinovich School Env Studies – To UCC for first reading.
- Applied Management – Site visit Nov 7.
- Voinovich School MPA – Review received Sept 25. To director and dean for comment.
- Educational Studies – Site visit Oct 8-9.
- School of Rehabilitation and Communication Studies - Negotiating a review date for three separate programs aligned with accreditation (Howard agreed to 3-separate reviews.)

AY20
- Applied Health Sciences and Wellness – Received self-study.
- Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering – Awaiting self-study.
- Civil Engineering – Site visit Oct 31-Nov 1 (Delayed to Spring). Received self-study.
- Computer Science/Electrical Engineering – Received self-study.
- Mechanical Engineering – Awaiting self-study.
- School of Nursing – Externals waived. Site visit Oct 7.